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§ 1.

Introduction

Let n dimensional Riemannian spaces Vn and V! be defined by the
fundamental forms

ds2=gu dxi dxl and ds* 2 =gt; dxi dxl
re~pectively with common coordinates xi. A necessary and sufficient condition that their geodesics correspond with each other is given by
(1.1)
(t;=P; t),
{A}*== {jt} +s~ ,frk + s~ t
is a scalar, {A} and {A}* are the Christoffel symbols formed w-.ith
J •

where

t

respect to giJ and gt; respectively and P; is the covariant derivative with
respect to giJ,
In this paper we shall prove that when Vi is an S0, Vt is also s. s. This
is a generalization of the well known theorem concerning spaces of constant
curvature.2, Further· some other properties concerning the S0's with corresponding geodesics will be made clear.
§ 2.

Fundamental theorem

In this section, first we shall prove the following fundamental theorem :
Theorem [2.1] The only four dimensional Riemannian spaces with fundamental forms of signature -2 whose geodesics correspond to the geodesics of
an S0 are s. s. space-times.
Proof. Let the geodesics of a Vt correspond to the geodesics of an S0• We
shall take a standard coordinate system for giJ of the S0• Then the fundamental form of the S0 is
ds2=-A (r, t) dr2-B (r, t) (d 82 +sin 28 d cf,2) + C (r, t) dt 2
-
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ry=O.

(2.2)

We have from (1.1)
·1·
( .,.
"f'I

= 17. P' J. \frp. '1r • P' J• ·'·)
.
't'
I

I

•

(2.3)

where K~ ill and K*~ ;11 are the curvature tensors of the S0 and the V;
respectively. If we raise and lower the indices of an asterisked tensor by
means of g*ii and g'(j respectively, it holds identically that
(2.4)

When (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are substituted in (2.4), a part of the resulting
equations is reducible to
gfa(a-7J)=O, gt,(fJ-t)=O, g: (a-fJ)=O, g4~(a-t)=O, gl;,(fJ-77)=0, (2.5)
where a=2, 3. As the theorem is established for spaces of constant curvature, we shall assume that the S0 is not an [A] (i.e. de Sitter space-time) in
the following. Then, from (2.5) the surviving components of gt are as
follows:
Case
I · When the S 0 is an Sa: gt, g;,, g[4.
Case II When the S0 is an Sb and a=t, (:1=77: gf;, g;, g4;.
Case III
,,,
,,,
a=77,fJ=t: g~, gtl, gl; ·
.Case IV
,,,
, , , excluding cases II and lII: gt, g; .
In cases II and !If, after some calculations, we can obtain
(2.6)

and

respectively in consequence of the remaining equations obtained from (2.4).
Then, in all cases, from
-~ gij*
ax 1

* {s }* *
= {sil }* g.j+
jl g.;

and (2.6) we have t2=.lfr3=0 and consequently
'f'33 = t22 sin 20 ,

(2.7)

(2.8)

From (2.6) and (2.8), (2.4) becomes
K~1a=gu (a gaa-t"aa)=g:a (a g11-t11),
Kfa4~=gf4 (fJ gaa'-'Yaa)=g:a (fJ g44-f44),
Kiaa4= -gi4 (fl ga~-'Yaa)= -gt"t (a gaa-'Yaa)=g:a o/14,
K0,23=g'i3 (77 g33-,fr33)=g; (77 g22-'1r22),

Kirn=gu·(t g4.1-'i"ii)+g~ o/14=g~ (t gu-tu)+ g~ o/14;
-
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(2.10)

If gi-g 22 sin ?0 or g 73 does not vanish, we have a=/3=17 by means of
(2.9) or (2.11) respectively and therefore the S0 is an S15• Then we can take
B=r2 from the beginning and consequ_ently a=/3=17 reduces _to t=a. Hence
we have finally gi-g[2sin 20=0 and gfa=O. At last by making use of (2.7)
we know that gii_, giz, g,;1 and g~ are all functions of r and t. Thus the
theorem is proved.
In the above proof we have used a standard coordinate system for gu
of the S0 . But, as gf:i does not necessarily vanish, it is impossible to say
with certainty that this coordinate system is simultaneously standard for
g'u of the S 0"' or even that this coordinate system is s. s. for the St. (As it
bas been proved that the Vf, is s. s., we shall denote it by St in the following.) This circumstance will become clear later. ([2.4], [2.5])
Theorem [2.2] The only St whose geodesics correspond to the geodesics of
an Sa (or Sb) is S; (or St).
Proof. From (2.9) we have
l

(2.12)

and therefore it follows that a*= (3* or not according as a= (3 or not. (I,
[5.2])
Incidentally, from the proof of [2.1] we can easily obtain
Theorem [2.3] When an S0 is not of constant curvature and the geodesics
of the S 0 correspond to the geodesics of an St, t in (1.1) is s. s. for a c. s.
of the So.
The coordinate system of (2.12) is standard for g 0 of the S0 but is not
necessarily s. s. for the s;. This fact was already noticed after [2.1] and
further in this connection we have the following two theorems.
Theorem [2.4] When the geodesics of an Sa correspond to the geodesics of
an s; and the coordinate system is standard for g; 1 of the Sa, this coordinate
system is not necessarily standard for g'(; of _the s; simultaneously. Nevertheless, it becomes standard for g'(j by carrying out a transformation of r
and t at most. Of course, the new ·obtained coordinate system is not necessarily standard for giJ of the Sa,
Theorem [2.5] When the geodesics of an Sb corresft<)nd to the geodesics of
r

-
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an· St and the coordinate system i~ standard for g0 of the S6 , this coordinate
system is always standard for g"(; of the St simultaneously.
These theorems are obvious from the classification (Case I,···, IV) given
in the proof of [2.1].
§ 3.

Correspondence between s. s. coordinate systems

Let the fundamental form of an S0 be given by (2.1) using a s. s. coordinate system. In this section we shall study under what condition there
exists an St whose geodesics correspond to those of the So and for which
the coordinate system of the S0 is simultaneously s. s. It is to be noted that
the above restriction for the coordinate system is weaker than that of [2.4]
and [2 5], because (2.2) does not necessarily hold in a s. s. coordinate system.
We shall assume that an St is defined by the fundamental form
ds* 2 = -A* (r, t) dr 2 -B* (r, t) (d 02 +sin 20 d <ti)+C* (r, t) dt 2

(3.1)

in the same coordinate system as (2.1). If the geodesics of the S0 and the
St correspond with each other, (1.1) reduces to

C*)

A*) =2a (logB*) =2a (log- ,
4t1= - a (logar
A
ar
B
ar
C
a ( logA* ) =2~
a ( log---=B* )
a ( logC* )
4t4=2at
A
at
B
at ,
c
C * : A*

A*: B*': C*'=A: B': C',

'

: B* = C: A : B .

By solving (3.2) we obtain
A*=a A R 2 (r) T(t), B*=B R (r) T(t), C* =c CR (r) T 2 (t),

(3.3)
(3.4)

where R (r) and T(t) are arbitrary functions of rand t respectively, and a
and c are arbitrary constants. If we substitute (3.4} in (3.2) and (3 3) we
have
A=h (r){af(r)+bg(t)},

B=f(r)g(t),}

C=k(t){af(r}+bg(t)},

(a= -c)'

(3.5)

and
t= l1ogR(r) T(t)+const., R(r)- 1=a-f(r), T(t)- 1=c-bg(t)/a, (3.6)
2

where h (r) and k (t) are arbitrary functions of r and t respectively and b is
an arbitrary constant.
Conversely, when the fundamental form of an S0 is givea.. by (2.1) with
-
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(3.5), the coordinate system of the Sa is simultaneously s. s. for an St which
corresponds to the S0 by (1.1) with (3.6). Thus we have
Theorem [3.lJ Let the fundamental form of an S 0 be given by (2.1) using
a s. s. coordinate system. A necessary and sufficient condition that there
exist an St whose geodesics correspond to those of the S0 and for which the
coordinate system of the S0 is s. s. simultaneously is that the fundamental
from of the S0 have the form (3.5). In this case tin (1.1) is given by (3.6).
As a matter of course, it is easily seen that A*, B* and C* have the
same forms as in (3.5) by substituting (3.5) and (3.6) in (3.4). Further the
fundamental forms of [AJ, [BJ, [CJ, [DJ and [EJ are reducible to the same
forms as (2.1) with (3.5), and therefore these space-times satisfy the above
condition of [3.lJ.
Front (3.5) we can. easily obtain
Theorem [3.2J Let the fundamental form of an S0 be given by (2.1) using a
s. s. coordinate system. In order that there exist an s; whose geodesics
correspond to those of the S 0 and for which the coordinate system of the S 0
is simultaneously s. s., this coordinate system must be standard for g0 .
Theorem [3.3J Let the fundamental form of an S0 be given by (2.1) using
a s. s. coordinate system. A necessary and sufficient condition that there
exist an St whose geodesics correspond to those of the S0 and for which the
coordinate system of the SJ is simultaneously s. s, is that there exist a c. s.
of the S0 which satisfies
u

and

"+" "ic-u x:=O,

P'; {log (u+ '",c)/u} = P';{log -;,-;(u-")} = -2

(3.7)
(" a;+ "ic fl;) .

(3.8)

In (3.8), when a denominator or a numerator under log vanishes, the member
containing it is to be omitted. (For example, when u vanishes, the latter
condition (3.8) becomes merely P';{log(u+K)/u}=-2("a;+x:f1;),)
Proof. If the coordinate system of (2.1) with (3.5) is standard for a c. s.,
from the formulae concerning c. s. given in (I) it follows that
af (r) (u-") + b g (t) u=O.

af (r) u+b g (t) (u+ "ic)=O,

(3.9)

When all of a, b, f' (r) and g (t) do not vanish, (3.7) must hold by virtue
of (3.9). Then by solving (3.9) with B=exp (-2 F), we have
f (,-)= ✓ { -b "ic 'u/a "u }exp ( -F),

g(t)= ✓ {-a"u/b"ic"u}exp(-F).

From this and the formulae concerning c. s. it follows that
-
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P';{log (~ "a/,c u)} = -2 (,ca;+~#;)

(3.11)

and this reduces to (3.8) by using (3.7).
When one of a, b, f' (r) and g (t) vanishes, (3.7) holds in consequence of
(3.9). On the other hand (3.8) also holds by means of (3.9). For example,
when f' (r) vanishes it follows that ,c="a-=0 from (3.9) and consequently the
second member of (3.8) can be omitted. Next, from (3.9) it follows directly
that the first and third members are identical with each other. In the same
way we can deal with the case of a=O or b~O or g(t)=0.
Conversely, if (3.7) and (3.8) are· satisfied by a c. s., we have from the
formulae cencerning c. s.
(3.12)

in the standard coordinate system for the c. s.

By using this and (3.7) it

follows that F'=O, and therefore B is of the form given in (3.5).
When u (u+ic) or ;; ("a--,c) does not vanish, A or C has the form given
by (3.5) respectively in consequence of (3.8) and the formulae of c. s. When
u vanishes, it follows that ic=O or ,c-u=O by (3.7) and accordingly {A=A (r),
g(t)=const.} or {A=A (r), C=B k (t)} respectively, where k (t) is an'arbitrary
function of t. Thus if u vanishes, A and C are of the form given in (3.5).
Similarly, we can deal with the case of ;;:.=o or u + ;=0 or ;;-,c=0.
Theorem [3.3] Let S 0 and St be two s. s. space-times with common s. s. coordinate system. When their geodesics correspond with each other, we can
de.fine the correspondence between the c. s.'s of both space-times so as to make
the above common coordinate system standard for both c. s.'s simultaneously.
In fact, we may define the correspondence as follows :

af=o! v A =v(aR2 T)a;,
u*= -A.*/2A*

#f=of V C

v C* =(u-#i t;)/✓(c R T

=v(c R T

2)

#;,

2),

v A* =(u+ai t;)/y\a R T),
,c* = -B*'/2B* v A* =(,c+ai t;)/✓(a R T),
ic* =B*12B* 1Fcf: = c; +#it;)/✓ <c R r

;;:.*=-C*'/2C*

2

2

2) ,

1

1

1

1·

2

3

4

p*= -LJg*Mgi..i..p+ -LJ(g*>..>..gi..i..-g*aagaa)(p+p+2p)
2 A
•
2 A,a

-2 LJ (g*AA 'f,.,.-g*aa 'Yaa)'
-.,a

-
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2

1

4

p*=

1

2

.

4

1

3

2

<Y
p•
P*- -"vg*aa
oaa
2 ~

3

_p*=2 ~g*aa gaaP,

.

~g*aa (p gaa-2 'Yaa),

F*=F- l1og
RT ,
2

(R=R(r),

T=T(f), A=l,4.)

Lastly, we add that we can generalize the results obtained m this paper
to the case of the n dimensional s. s. space-times.
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